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allowing it to enter and:become a part of ,the knowledge store.
-

.

Whether we areaware.of_it or not, it is this interaction of new
information with old knowledge that:We mean when we use the term.
comprehension.

To say that one has comprehended a text is to say,
.

that she has found a mental "home" for the information in the
text., or elSe that she has modified an .existing mental home in

order to accommodate that new information.

It is.treciiely this

.

interaction between.old and new' information that.we address in
this chapter.

'44

Our plan for this paper is straightforward.

First, we will

trace the hiSfOrical antecedebts of schetha theory.

Then we will

outline the basic elements of the theory.-and point out Problems

with current.realizations of the theory and possible solutions.
y,

Next, we wtll consider the interplay between the abstracted\
knowledge embodied.in schemata and memory for particular
examples.

Thenite will decompose the comprehension,process in

order tp.examine components of encoding (attention, .,1

.

instantkation, and inference) and retrieval (retrieval plans,
editing and sammarizingi.and reconstructive processes).

Finally,

we will evaluate the contributions of schema theory to our
understanding of, the comprehension process and speculate about

the. directionsluture research-ahouldtake.

History. Of the Notion of a Schema

While Sir Frederic'Battl4t (1932)
is usually acknowledged
.

as.the-first-psychOlOgist to-use the term-schema-in-the sense:

A Schema-Theoretic View.

A Schema-Theoretic View of
Basic Procesges in Reading Comprehension

.

to.completely analyze what we-do when we read: would

almost be the acme, of a psychologists dream for it ,would be

to describe very many of the most intricate workings of the.
humafi mind,.as well as to unravel the tangled story" of the

most remarkable specific performancethat-civilization has
learned..in all its history:

(Huey,-190, p. 8)

Huey's eloquentstateMent about the goals of .the psychology

of readineis as"relevant today-as it was when he wrote it in
1908., The:quotation usually precedes an apology for how little
we have learned in the past 75 years.

--

We wish tO-break with that

tradition and use-lhiey's Statement. to introdUce an. essay in which
L

we will try to demonstrate that while we have not fully achieved
Huey'S goal, we have made substantial progress..

'Our task is to characterize basic processes of reading
comprehension.. We will not present a model of the entire reading.
procesai7beginning.with the focusing"of the eye -on the printed
page and ending with the encoding of information into long -term

semantic memory or its subsequent retrieval for purposes.of.'"
demonstrating coiptehension to someone in the outer world.
Instead, we will focus on,one aspect of.comprehension of
particular importance to reading compfehensiont the issue of how
the reader s,schemata

or knovledge already stored in memory,

09
function,in the prodess of interpreting new information aril

A7Schema-,Theoretic Viewo

that it is used today, historical precedence must surely be given

the Gestaltpsychologists.:Thesearting-point-for Gestalt
psychology was a paper by Max Wertheimer in 1912 reporting
research in which Wolfgz.,ng Kohler and Kurt Koffica served as

assistants.

4

These thret% becaffe the principal figures in the

Gestalt. movement.

The term Gestalt literally means or "shape" or "porm.s.'
Gestalt psychology emphasized holistic properties.
study.of mental organization.

%vas the

The Gestalt movement was

reaction against theTZeitgeist at the.turn of.the.centUry which

heldfthat perception, thought, and emotion couiTbe resqlved into.

elementalsensatiOni

According to Wilhelm Wundt

the dominant

figure-in psychOlogy during that period, the business of
"psychology "was.tl-i theanal5tWis of cook0.aus. processes into
.

.

elenfents, (2) the determination of the man-,her of connection of

these elements, and (3) the determination. of their. laws of

Connection" (Boring,- 1950,.p. 333)4. The popular metaPho'rWas
that Ps-/chology was 'mental. chemistry.

The insight Of the GeAtalt psychologists was that the
properties of a whole experience cannot be inferred froth its
part's. .Carrying the mental chemistry MetaPhor-a step further,

they liked to point out that

molecules of-chethical.coMpounds.

hdve emergent properties that cannot be predicted in a simple
fasbiOn frad.the properties ofd the constituent elements
Kohler, 1947 14.*

(cf..

a
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The basic principle of Gestalt psychology, called the Law of

Pragnanz,,isthatmental organization will always be as good as

4

prevailing conditions-allow (cf. Koffka, 1935, p. 110).

In this

definition "good" embraces.such'properties as simplicity,
regularity,, and symMetry.

The theory stresses that mental

organization isdynamic," which.means that the tendency toward
coherent organization is.a sOonteneouS process that can happen
.

Wfthout.an .externalrgoad.

Gestalt ideas were applied especially to visual 'percept4on.

A notable example, which had a considerable influence on
subsequent thinking, was Wulf's ( 1922, translation 1938) research

on memory for geoMetric designs.

SUbjects were- asked to make

draWings that reproduCed the designs-shortly after exposUre,
after twenty-four hours, and after one.weeki -As.the interval
lengthened., Wulf observed characteristic changes in the

reprOductions that he terMed "leveling" and "sharpening."'

_Leveling means smoothing an'irregularity.

Sharpening means

emphasizing or exaggerating a salient feature.

The overall

effect generally Was.to "normalize" reprodtcriOns6. Widf (1938,
.p..140) illustrated the process with the,follqwitig:design.:-

I

S

-,

e
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A

Four subjects spoke of this aS.a "bridge" while another - ,called itan ''arch."- In their re-productions of this - figure these subjects
.

.

all lengthened. the "supports."

Wulf (1938, 0.141) explained his

results in. these terms:
t

"In addition to, or even instead of, purely visual data,'

there were also.general types Orschemaffin terms. of whiCh
the...subject constructed his responses..

.

.

.;'The schema

itself becomei with time ever more dominant; visual imagery
of the. oDigin41.disappeaFs, .-.

detailscomtained in the

original are forgotten and incortectly.reproduced, yet even
the jast.reprqductiop will usually/show a steady progress
: towards representation of thetype or= schema originally

cOnceived."

%
'According to Bartltt in/his classic.bdOk ,Itemeinberira 0932,
.

._

p.,201) the term "scheme'refersro
"an actiVe. organiaatioW.of
i
-,-.

',i

past reactions; or past:experience

%

.

.

.

The term active was

intended toemphasize/what he saw as the constructive character
,

.

4

&

X

..

of remeMbering,'Ainichhe contrasied.with a passive retrieval of\
.,
.

'fixed and lifelestmemories4
Iarcidi; wrote (1932, p.

,

,.
,

N

*!The first notion to,get rid o4".:

"ls That-memory is primarily or

.

.lterally reduplicative, or repro'dUctive 4

A

4

It Pl.With

:.remembering as it is with the stroke it a skilleegame fatennis
.or cricketi-.: P ..0ety:time we make it, it has its' own
characteristics.'

6(
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Though he used phraset such as "mental set,'" "active

_

organizi:ion" and "general impression" a gre'at deal;. Bartlett.wts

neVer very clear

bout whatahe meant by them, other than to
indicate a toP-down influence:
4

"an individual does not ordinarily take

a sitdatlon

.

detail bydetail andmeticulouslybuild upthe whole.

In

4

;
.

all ordinary instances he. has an overmastering tendency':

simply to get a general impression-of the whole; and, on the

,basisof this, he constructs the probable detail.
little of his construction is literally observed

Very
.

.

. But'

it is the sort of construction' which serves to justify his .
general impression" (1932,.p. /00.,

Bartlett was vague about-iu-St how schtmata.work. For
A
example, he said several times that.a central klea in his theory
was "tutftIng-iround on one's.schemata."'

He apparently meant

.

.

deducing the way the past must have been from one's current
schema.

BUt he.neverexplicated the idea.

Indeed, he admitted

1

.

"I wish,I 'knew
exactly:how it was dofie"..(1932, p.-.206)
..;
) :.'
---

1

.-

BattletOtt'ideas',..resemblecithose of Gestalt psychology and.

,.he even described research .of his own.on memory for pictorial
.

material that was
was aimilar. to Wulf's.

Nevertheless, there is no

.

'indication that he--:was directly. influenced by the Gestalt

tradition.

The only, Gattalt playchologistthat-Battlett,ciiud-Wai.---

Kohler, and he in just a .palsinx-note that "recent general
o

___psychological theories are atill..jna fluid state
--

-

(19321 p.
..

A Schema - Theoretic View
C'

lab),

At least one of the major Gestalt rfvchologists-was aware'
0

of Bartlett's work., In Principr.A.Gestalt Psychology, Koffka
(1935, p. 519) complained that he. found Bartlett difficult to

understand:bur acknowledged that there was "a-great affinity
between Bartlett's theory of memory and our own.
With respect to empirical rese'diChi Bartlett is best
remembered for his study of the recalt-61f.the'North merica_.

Indian:folk tale The War of the 9kosts.

He reported that,

especially after a long.interval,subjecte''yeproductions-became.
:

.

.

.

simplified.and itereotyped.

Detaile th4 "fit in with a

4

subject's preformed interksts ana tendencies" (1932, p. 63) were
recalled.

Other details were either ,omitted or "rationalized by

linking them together and so rendering them apparently coherent,
,

4

0-

or linking given detail with-detail not 'actually Present
(p.. 94).

."

Ae time. passed, elaborations, imporEaione, and

inventiens'apPeared in subjects' reproduction with incitasing
7

,frequendy.

1.14Aally these intrusions-could'be seen. as

.contributing to-the Object's rationalization of thetext.
.

We turn now fo,a major. bigukt in the recent. history of

education and vexchologx,JDaVid:P.'Aystribel,

He belO:h'ilds direct:

influence smiTtr thinking of the current generation,pf,
educational 'researcher workers,. including the present duthore.

His;thinking,.in'turni bears resemblances' to that of'. Bartlett,
the. Gestalt psychologists` and, perhaps_even mole,

to 19th'century

figures such. as Heybart, as:Barnes and plaWson (19/5) have

.

/ A Schema-Theoretic View

pointed out.

However, Ausubel himself has emphatically. denied

such intellectual debts (1978, p. 253).

It seems. only fair.to

.

.

'conclude that he reinvented the ideas.associated with his name
_.

and gave them a distinctive flourish.

AcpOrding to Ausubel (1963; Ausubel & Robinson, 1969), in
meaningful Iearningalready-known.geneial ideas,"subsume". or
"anchor".the new particular propositions found in texts:

This

happens Rnlywheh the existing ideas are stable, clear,
discriminable: from other ideas
be-'understoodopropositions.

and ,directly relevant. to the'lo-

The reader has to be aware of'which

aspects of his knowledge are relevant.

Sometimes-this will be

obvious. 4 Sometimes the text will be explicit.. When neither:of
these,condftions holds. or the reader

grasp of the-required

:knowledge..;iS shaky, an "advance organizer"_ may b

escribed.

An

advance organiaerAs a statement'written in abstract, inclusive
'terms- deliberatefi introdUced before a text, and intended to

_provide a.conceptual bridge between what the reader already knows
and the proppaitiOns in the text that it is hoped he Will
understand, and learn.-

Ausubel has' not called 'his theory.a schemaotheory but it.
,

clearly is. 'Aipubel'S WA-research and-the-resealCh-Of those
inspired-1,y him has.dealt mainly with advance organizerst.wilich
0

-

have-preVed.to
have facilitative effects (Mayer,4 1979; Luiteni
.0
Op
,;-:,.

_

19807:

Ames, 11',Ackerson
'

af,.T

:

; ,t

.

_

-,
_ ___ _ _ ,__,

.

.%

.

Song -educators, someihilig like.schematheory has driven

conceptions about reading., Jake, for .instance, Hoy sj1908)
.

C,7

7
....-

,'.

_-
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conclusion about/whether we read letter by leeeet of in larger
chunk6,:-

"So it is clear that

larger the_amount.read during a

reading pause, the more inevitably must.the reading be by
.suggestion and inference from clews of' whatsoever kind,

Anternal'Or external.

In readiqg,-the-defiCtent piCture'is

'filled in, retouched, by4he mind, and the page is thus made
to preSent/the familiar appearance of completeness in itA
detail's which we suppose, to exist in.the'actual page (p.

68)."

Implicit, if "not explicit, in the philosophy of Fiancis ParkerWhen he :ran .the laboratory school at the UniversitY of Chicago at

the turn of the,last century was the importance of building

knowle4e structures through experience as a prerequisite to

r

ErneatHorn

reading (see Mathews, 1966).
:P

spelling, recognized the activ
*"[The author] does

merely st
perieRce.

Ramous for his work in

ontribution of the reader:

really convey i4eas to the reader; he

dlates him to construct theM out of his own
.

I?t theconcept is_.'
c

.

.

,

new to the reade.r9 "'its

construction more nearly spproaches.problem solving than simple

association"- .-(Horn, 1937).

Adel, of course, William S. Gray
.

recognized, both in'hisi-professional writing (1948) and-in his
."*

suggestions for teachers in basal-reader Manuals (1928, 1945
,

1954,;1960), the necessity of endaginechildren'd prior /knowledge
.

t
.

before reading.

t

-I,
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Rut
the :full development of scheta theory as a.model for,
7
..

1

o
1-

repreSenting,how knowledge is stored in human.themory hadto-await.
,

the fe.\v olutiorl in our conception of how humans process

ftfprmLion spuird by the thinking of computer
,

:- \

....

scientists

dOing:

-;

.

simulations. of human co8nition (e.g., Minsky, 1975;. Winograd,
`1976).

I.;-,-

'Hence it was in,the late 1070s that ambitious statements.

,

.

`oFSchema theorieS began to emerge (Schank & 'Abelson, 1977;
Rumelhart

1980) and 6 be applied to entities.ike stories (e.g.

Rtmelhert, 1975; Stein & Glent, 1977; Mandler& Johnson, 1977)

and processeslike reading'(see Anderson, 1977, 1978;. Adams. &.

.

Collins,. 1979).. .dohcurrently, scheMa-theoretic notions .became

the driving forCe behind empirical investigation of basic'
%..

processes in readillii--Much- of this research is: described later
----,
in this chapter..
Firet;bowevpr, w
tempt to elucidate schema.
,

.

.theory as a model .,of nuMen knowledge.
.

Some P.ements ofiSchema Theory

Asthema

;

al4tiaCtAntwlidge: structure.

A schema is

abstract in the sense that it Summarizes what is known AbUta
variety of cases that.!''differ
f

theoretical puzzle is .t

11 many particular's.

An important

deterMine just how much and what sort

o

nowledieis absttacted and, how.mdell remains tied to knowleage of

s ecifiC instances." A schema is structured in the sense that it
represents the,..a.eleonships among its component parts.

The

theOfeeical(issue'is to. Sp44fYthe7Se6brelationships needed
)

for a. gpfieral analysis
(

of

knoWledge...The overriding .challenge

7
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A

for the theorist

ib to

specify -the form and substance of schemata

and'the processes by.which the knowledge'embodied7in schemata is
used.

We will hang our discUssion'of these issues on a concrete
case, the SHIP CHRISTENING :schema:'

'this schema is diagracd in Figure 1.

rpoisible representation of
if, for the sake'of the

.

e

argument, one takes this

a serious

empt to represent the

.

average person's. knowledge of ship christening, what does it say
0

and what follows from it"?

Insert.Figure 1 about here.

Figure-H1 says Lag the.typical.person's IthoVirgdge clfihi-0---

christeningcaO be analyzed.into.aix.parts: that it', is

done to

blesS a ship, that it norMallly takes places.in a dry dock, and
so on.

In the Jargon of schema theory. , these parts are called ".

"nodes;" "variables," oeslots."
/

When thescheta gets activated

air is used t ,interpret some event

the slots are "instantiated"

.

with particular information.
__,

There are constraints, on the information with whith a slot
cqn be instantiated.

Presumably, for instance, the '<celebrity>
.

1

slt.could be instantiated with a congressman:, the husband or
wife of a governor, the Secretary of Defense, or the Prince of
Wales,- but, not a garbage collector or bar 'maid.

'Suppose you read in the.newSpaper that,

.'.

A Schem--,-Theoretic View
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Queen Elizabeth participated-in-a long- delayed ceremony
.in Clydebaiik;.ScatlaQd yesterday

While there is

.

bitterness:here-followinglthe protracte& strike,-Onthis
occasion

crowd`. of shipyard workerSnumbering in the..

hundreds joined. dignitaries in cheering as the HMS Pinafore

slipped.intothe water./

-It is the generally good fit of most of this information
with the SHIP CHRISTENING schema that provides the. confidence
o

that (part of) the message has been comprehended.
.Queen Elizabeth fits the <celebrity> slot,

Particular,

the fact that

Clydebank:is a weli-known ship building port and that Shipyatd
_ workeTs_are_involved_is:consistent_with the <dry dock> slot, the

HMS.Pinafbre is obvioUsly.a ship andthe information that ti
"slipped into the'water",is consistent With the <jvst before
launching> sloti
ship.christening.

Therefore, the ceremony mentioned is probably-a
No mention is made of. a bottle ofchampagne

being broken on the .ship's bow, but this "default" inference is
easily made.
The .foregoing informal treatment of- the process of schema

"activation" can be made more precise. .AtiUme that words

mentioning any component of a schemdtave a certain probability
Of brim/fog t.mind the schema. as a whole.

Assume alsOthatOnce

I

the schema is activated there is a

c.

I

reminded of each ,of the other ,parts.

'assume that the

. -

ectaiti'piohability of b4ing
.

It id not necessary

to

kelihpod that a; part will remind a person of

4.ScheMs-Theareticliiew
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the Whole schema is the'same as the'likelihoOd that. the Schema'
I

'

_

will remind theperSon-of that part.

It seems likely, for

example, that a person's SHIP CHRISTENING schema:is more likely
to activate the component Concept of. a celebrity than the-mention
r'i

of a celebrity is to activate the schema..
go

o

The reason is that..

<celebrity> is a component of many schemata and SHIP CHRtSTENING
is not very prominent among them; therefore

the probability that

words-about a celebrity Will activate SHIP CHRISTENING is
_

.

Some components of a schema are particularly Salient;.that
/.

tasay,.Words mentioning the component have a high probability.
.

.

'of bringing to,mind--the schema and an11:that sdiema and

therefore
reader.

these woids'have great rdiagnostic value for. the

One would suppose, for examN.e,that,words to the effect

that4.bottle was'broken-es-thebow_a_a_Lahlp 4ould be extremely._
likelyto.remind a person of ship, Christening.

A final assumption in this simple model of Schema activation
.

isthat"when two or more components ok'a- schema arS mentioned' the.
aggregate probability of-the whole schema"being activated, is a
function -Of the sum of the probabilities that:the indiVidual
-components will activate; the schema.-

Ross.and Bower .(1981) worked out a formal, mathematical
.

.

version.of thv schema activation theory that has just been
outlined and subjected it to experimental test.

In one of their

"experiments-subjects studied-BO sets of four.mords

to amore or less obViOus schema.
_

each. related.,

For instance, one set.wag

"driver," "trap," "rough," and "handicap," which relate to a GOLF

SChemi-Theoretic.View
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o

.

,

c,

schema.

Anotiaer set'was "princess,' "mouth,.--,/"hold,-,
.

.

.

.

dial

and

.
.

.
.

,

..

.

which relate to a TELEPHONE schema.

.
.

Aftet's.tU6,ing the. word

seta, subjects- attempted to recall the words given one or two"4
. .

O

.

wordsjrom each set as acue.
.

The scneta model gave a good

.

.

.

account of the recall patterns obse.rVed.in'this and two other
experiments.

In fact it did. better than ra model based on H'..11

learning theory and traditional..associationism..

To get a feeling for'hoW a model of schema activation of
0

-this'type might work with text, consider the following two

.

sentences:-

Princess Anne broke the bottleon the ship.
1

-

The waitressbroke the bottle on the ship.

u.

In the first, case the <celebrity> slots well as the <ship> and
..
.

.

.

<botiie breaking>-slots are matched and a. ship'chri tening
'
interpretation -is invited.7 If-there-is any hiatus over the end
:

of the first sentence, it can be treated as ellip ical for "broke
the bottle on the bow of the ship."

For most Te ple the second

sento ence does not suggest a ship christening -bu

perhaps, a^s0ene in the ship's dining.room.

'instead.,

is intuition is

.

consistent.Withtthejichema activation model Because a Waitress
will not'fit, in the <Celebrity> slot' and th s there is 'lees

evidence for a-'ship ChrieteningAnterpreta ion.

The.simple modelveiare considering
-the -following sentendes-thoUght

A:.

.
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During the. ceremony on the ship, Prince Charles took
.0

awit.fro& the bottle of: champagne.

Here many slots inthe.schema are matched and. the model cannot
.

.

resist predicting activation of the. SHIP CHRISTENING schema... How,..

could the model be made smarter so that, like

persdn, it'would

not come to this conclusion?
First, conside r, a nonsolutN ion.

As a general-'rule people are

unlikely to- ..include in their schematd knowledge of the form,

a ship christening the 'ceremony does not take plate on board the.
ship", and "the cetebritY:doesnOrdrink froth the: bottle of
,

.

champagne."' The problem is lhat there are infinitely6.many things

that die.hot:true of any, given type. of eventk-ThusiAt seems
.reasonable to suppose-that what is not true of a type of event is
"directly stored".only An speCial.cirrumairances..

Fo.r instance,.-

one..might store, that a-warbler does nothaiie:i thick beak .cif this
-

is

.

the cri!fcal feature :that ,distinguishes :it ffom the otherwise'

very similar song:sparrow..
In general, though, determiniiii:what isnot true requires.an

inference fromhat:is true. or is believed to betrue.

Tn the

.

case of the Prince Charles. aentente

the inlerenCe 'chain might

/look like the following:
/

1: Aship-ihristening-take's place.on a platform on the dock
next-to the bow of the ship (frc4.stored knowledge).
2. The ce!
-

playing the kay role in the ceremony stands

on thiaplatform (from storeCknowledge).
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.31. If Prince'eharles were the'celebrity taking the principal
\
n
u
part in,a ship christening Ceremony, then he would. have been
s

standing on this platform (inference).

o.

4."A platform on the dock. next to the. bow

is ,not

.A

-

on the ship (inference).-7.5. During. the ceremony-; Prince Charles was on the ship

(given'in to-be-interpreted sentence).

.6. puring.the ceremony, Prince Charles was not on a 'platform.
.

used 'for ship christening (inference).

7. The ceremony in which Prince Charles w

Trticipating..

was not:a ship christening (inference):
°Converging evidence that the sentence is not About a ship
christening might come from-anaylsia.of the fact that:Prince
. Charles took aaWliof the chaMPagne.

In this,caset'the reader

"might make .a lack-ofknoWiedge:Infetence..(C011ini,

which.

would work something like the folloWing:.
I (the reader) do not have.stoted the information that
'

the celebrity takes _a swig from the bottle of.thampagnedUring a
ship christening (computation. based clustorci. kpowledge).

2..:1 have many factsatoredabdut ship christenings:thataFe
at the-same level oVdeiai1 asthe infOrmation that:the:zelebrity
- takes a swig from the bottle (computation. baseil-on stored

knowledge).

3. If the celebTity's taking a drink from the bottle were a
part of a ship ,christening, ,I would probably know that fact

(inference).

A SChema-Theoretic Viel4T

4. A ceremony during which the celebrity takes a drink'from
°a bottle of champagne is probably not a ship christening
(inferonce).--

5.Prince Charles took -a swig from a bottle of champagrie

(from the to-be-interpreted,4entence).

6. The.cereMony in which Prince-Gharlep participating is
,

.probably-not a 4hivehristening (inference).
.

.

Plainly, the representabon of the SHIP_CHRISTENING schema
diagramed in Flgure liS'not adequate to support the chains pr./.
infeiencetequired-to Aekl with the 12,rinceAnarlea Sentence.

One

problemis that some pieces of knowledge, such is that. the
.

.

chrigteningotakes place. on a platform under the bow of, theship,
.are missing.

But thi4 is the least of the problems with' the

representition.
,

The fundamental problem with the representatien-i6 that.it
.does not make explicit the temporal, causal, spatial,' part - whole,
and member -set relations among.the coMponents of a ship
I,Or instance,. theyepreientation:does.:nOt incldde

the information that it to the telehrity.whO breaks the bottle on
the bow of the ship and that the reason for the breaking of the
bottle is

bless the ship.

Figure 2 shows some-of the

relationshipsamonwthe'se components.

Such r4St.iOnal knowledge

.

is newssary for .inferetcing and as we hive just seen,
pi
infereating Can.lbe
to get theright :schema activated.
.:.
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Insert Eigure,2 about here.

Becnuse the representation of the SHIP CHRISTENING shema
portrayed\in Figure 1 is impoverished, the relationships among
The parts. and between.the parts and the whole are arbitrary and
'unmotivated.` It can be predicted with some confidence on the
basis of accumulated. experimental evidence that a person who
possessed the knowledge-,'and only'the knowledge, represented in

Figural would not only have,t roUble making perspicuous.
inferences but also (a).. wouldhavetrouble learning similarly
-arbitrary additional facts about ship ctiristening, (b) would be

:vulnerable to confusions when'attempting to.reeall and use racts

about shipchristening,'(0' would-be relatively slow to. retrieve
even well-known facts,

each of the preceding probleMs would grow

more.severe:aa.the nUMber,ofarbitrarily-related facts that were
,

.

known increased.
schepA theorist has emphasized the nonarbitrary nature
:Of knowledge:.

Notably, John Bransford,(i.g. 1983): has-stressed.

,

-that "seeing the,significance" of. the- parts.Jnyterms of the

wholiJsthe sine ALia non of 4 0chema-theOretic.view-of
coMprehenaion.

In one, of a number of :.experiments theit:Bransford

4

and his 'Colleagues have done Which proVide.evidence for thiS.
claim,,Stein and Bransford (1979) found. thataubjects.lere
.

.

-slightly.worse at recalling cdre sentenCesi'such-as,

4
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The fat man read the sign,
when the sentences were arbitrarily elaborated, as-fk;

The fat man read Iheisign that was two4feet

V ittbontrost; recall of the:core sentences improved sUbstantially
.

when the,Core sentences

/

Were:pricisely elaborated," ts.in, '
.

/

The fat man read the aign warning of the thin ice.

A 'preciseelabOration clarified the significance of the,Conc pts
in the coresentenCe'and indicated how the concepts ,.fit.
.

t

ther.

Smith, Adams, and Schorr (1974; speAllso Clifton &

Slowiaczek, 1981 Sndleder &,Andefson,,1980) navepreaented'some
?

strong evidence-showing; thetenefitS of integrating otherwise

trbitrary,information:under the aegis of a scheMe.

Subjects

learned pairs.Otapparentlylurrelated propositions attributed. to
.

.a member of someprofeskion. -'For instance,
.

The. banker broke the bottle.
The .banker did not delay -the. trip.

Then a third,propogitilin wag learned that either allowed the

subject to integratetife three sentences in terms of a common
4

schema or which was unintegratable"with the Other two sentences
-

as is illustrate

..;44L.-,.

below:-

The-banker-was c

,

senAtoschristen the ship.
,

The bank e-r was :asked to Address thp Crowd:
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.

..

.

Subjects required fewqr study opportunitteopportunities
.

4'

to
o learn the third

.

sentence when.it was ieadily integratable than wtven it was
.

1

-unintegratable.. Molt . interesting was the fact that after all of
i

.

the sentenced had been learnedto a high criterion of mastery, it-

I

took subjects longer to ve

fy that sentences from the.

unintdgratable sets Were ones
e th ey had
a seen..
The.explanatibn-for this subtle finding ia.ithat in

unintegrated set all of the propositions fan out trcim a sirigle,
s

common node' representing, for instance; "the banker.". This*means

that.each neW'propogitioh added to the. set increases the burden
t
.

.

.

:-

.

of memOrt.searchf.and ,verification and,- therefore, causes an

increase in memory search iimecalled.the "fanning effect"
Anderson: 1976).

In contrast

the interconnections among the

'concepts in integrated sets facilitate retrieval and

verification; thus, adding,h:propo;ition to An integrated set
causes little or no increaae,in sefrrch time.'
1,1

Most discussions of schema thedry have emphasized the use
-

schemata to assimilate information.

Here, instead4.we will

deal with how a sFhema may be modified to accommodate new
Iniorthation.

Obviously, a person may modify aschema from being

told new information.

For inslance, a person might add to his or

her SHIP CHRISTENING schema upon-being informed-that the pratform7or which the ceremony takes. place is` 7typically :draped with.

-'bunting:displ'ayihk theliational-colors:

o
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,presumably a logical person will cbeckt0 make sure new-.
information:is-consistent
wieh the infOrmatiop already stored
.
and, if'it-is not, will either reject the new infgrMationor-__.

,medify the old.- Presumably a careful person will evaluate
whether the boUrcecof-new information IS creditable or the

'evidence is.persuasive forpehaaging a scheMa.,TLipson-(49S2)

e.

has` evidence that suggests that even young-readers will ieject
.

u

.*:text infotmqtion if it is inconsistent with an already possessed
.

interpretation'that they belielie to be 'correct.'

,

.

A. primary source of_data far schema change and development

is;experience-witr larticular-casesir--In-a)processthat-is still
_.

.

-rAot.itell-unders-L000, even
though thinkers have. wrestled, With how
.,
,

,

-0

,

:it happens since the time of the ancient Greeks, people'make
.

.,

inductive generalizptions basedft

.

,:

-

perceptible. or functional

t

features or patterns of Particular eases.

Traditional

psychological theories envisioned. a slow, _grinding process of

generalization

So Slow. and uncertain that :the wonder was that

v

,

anyone acquired the knowledge of a five-yearlold. Carrent
-------__

theoilet envisioa.powerful inferential heuristic's and
4

:,

generaiiiation ham:a few cases or even'a single case.
.

'

.

.

NOw the

,
:.

wonder is how people avoid .filling Aeir beadsWith all sorts of
*t

-Inaccurate and farfetcheCbeliefs.

: HOW, for indtanterthe
A.

,

UT

nOnexpert inAshiO chtisteningi upon reading the newspaper
J.

deSeribinvthe putatSve christening-of th0 HMS Pitafore',-tebe:.
-7.
.

,

restrained froM inferring that khe purpose of a ship christening
ihto -celebrate the end-of a labor dispUte?

'4 Schema - Theoretic View
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We rn now to the question ofthe,relationshipbetween the'
kpoWledge embodied in schemata and knowledge of particular

dcenes,happenings, or messages.

An attractive theory is that a

A
_,

schema inO.udes
lust the propositions that aretrue of every
.-. .
.,

5

meMber.of a class.

..

For instance, a BIRD schema. may be supposed

.
to includegthinformation that birds lay eggs, have-feathers,
-

have Vingi

an4 fly, that the wings enabll'Elying, and soon.

Collins. and Quillian (1968) proposed the'intereiting,
r

-

.

additional asdumpekon.that for reasons of "cognitive economy"
40-

4ropoi itions'about the general case are

A
Att

4
C

included in the
J:

representation ar particular cases.

So the representation -fora

rdibin is supposed to-include propositions about distinctive
-

featured of robing, such that they have.red bfeaits, bue not that
t

*

4

:

they fly or 'lay eggd... These laCts can be-deduced from°the fact
.

I

that a robin is a bird and,that a robin has any property a'scribed'
,

to all birds...' Similarly, the. ird representation does not

directly includ?the informationthat birds breathe, since birds

.

...

Are 4nimalsand breathing is a-preperty.,of,aal animals.
.

.

Insert FpAure.3 about here.

1

,..

.

Collins. analuillian theorited that knowledge.is
,...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.organiz41
.

in:ietantic networks- that permit 10,aphical re-presentations of
.

type _illustrated. in Figure 3.
.

:

:

.

ftotidecthat there is an

..thq.

=
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.

increasingly. long path in th&ftetwOrk from the,canary node to .the

information (or predicate) fp-each of the following Sentences:
.

Canaries are yellow.
Canaries lay eggs.
. Canaries can breathe.

.

It.is a straightforward prediction thal the greater the distance
.

.

in the net*ork that must be traversed to find the stored
information, the longer it will take to verify the proposition.,
t

7hia prediction hap.been confirmed'uany times in many
lahoraiPories.

The appeal of the cognitive economy hypothesis is that,,
while lotirterm human memory_capacity is no doubt very large, it
is not infinite.

People could save.a lot.of memory Space-if .010'

.

.

.

.

.

.

stored information at the most inclusive possible levels in their
knowledge representation .
i

Furthermore, most, people have

'')

probably neverseen a. canary lay aneguora giant condor fly, so
there is little 'reason to suppose.
suppose. that'this'information would 'be

e-

1

directly-stored in their canary or condor representations.
But what.about.the inforMation'that au robin can fly?- Surely

the typfcal-Terson has Seen countless flying robins. It would be
4,
.
,
:
an odd
theory, of humin informatiod processing- that could Explain
,
=

.

,

.

:.

why thia7fact.was not stored directly in "a person's robin
-

representation.

To do so would require pdstulating a me,A4A1

.-.1ibrarfan who, when the senses return information about flying.

robins, steadfastly files it on a higher shelf.
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Current theories of concepts pogit that the information'

represented in speafic concepts such as robin overlap with the
information in general concepts such as.bird (Smith it Medin,
1981,).

In: fact, robin is aYgoodr example of aliird since the
a

overlap is latge, while penguin is a-"poot"' example 'becauge the
/

Overlap is small.
.

What. is the best way in a theory of knowledge'
as

representations to cope with exceptional cases?

In'the first

place, peoPle probably placa an implicit hedge.on all the

fa1cts

.they think they know, Of the form "this proposition is true in

only normal states of the world."

At-the very least'sucha

hedge helps fend off philosophers -who, ask questions lIke, "If a

dog is a four-legged animal, what is a creature that has three.,

legs.but is othetwise a dog?"°
Thdreal, theoretical problem, however, is not With abnorMal
\

cases such as dogs with'three legs and henstliat do not lay eggs,
but with more mundane exceptiopst °Most birds fly, however some
.

t

;

such as penguins da-not.. Canaties areoftendomesticated,
_

however manya
:mre are wild.

.

Cups tend,to be:used to. hold

J-

liquids, but th can be used.to.hold solids.
The classical issue-in concept analysis was to-Specify the
eatures

were individually necessary -and jointly'sufficient
-

-before a-thing could rightlY_be called an instance of a concept.

Fordiample, following Katz (1972)i Some of the necessarY-,
features of bachelor are said.to be <male>, '<adult>
t

.

<human >, and-',
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If a feature is necessary, then all instances af
\

the. concept display that.feature.
\

\

However, a feature that all

"instances possesS may not be a necessary one.

It may be:safe to'

.

.

assume that every bachelor has a nose, bat <having a nose> is not
'-a necessary feature.

If an-unmarried, adult, human male without
)

a nose did turn up, no one would be reluctant to call him-a
.bachelof.

In contrast, calling a married man a bachelor would be

.regarded as.a non sequitor:(or aljoke'or a metaphor).

Thua,

<havIng a nose> is a characteristic feature while <unmarried> is
a necessary feature, even though by hypothesis every bachelor
displays bd10. features.

,*he very idea that concepts or schemta (there is no

principled distifttiOnbetween the two). have necessary featUres
has come under lethal attack in recent years.
A'

Wittgenatein

(1953) noticed that it can be difficult,-if not impossible
specify the necessary features of iost-ordinary,cancepts.

to

His

famous analysis oflaMescsuggested.that. there are no features
common to all games and that the relationship among games is most
aptly characterized gs one 'of "family resemblance."

Putnam

(1975;' see:alsa, Kiipke, 1972) has,shawn that featuzgs of

ordinary concepts that at first glance might seem to be necessary
a

are really only characteristic.

For instance, <precious,cannot

..' be a necessary 'feature of gold because, gold would no, longer. be

precious if large quantities 'of it' were discovered somewhere.

.

If there,areTfeW-Ordinary concepts with'clearly necessary
featUreS'and,',indeed, not many with characteristia.featUrestrue
1
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of all cases, the basis for positing that knowledge consists of
"'abStractsummaries of particular cases.begins:to erode..(.. And this

leads one 'tocOnsider granting a greater role to memorieS'fo
particular cases.

It could be.that much, that passes for general
-

;

knowledge is actually clerived as neeaed by'retrieving specific
cases and making calculations bdsed on what is known about theme
.-

Let's do a thought experiment.

_build?

.

What kind of neats,:do'birds

Try to pause before reading on. and noticelow:your mind

works as you answer this question%
Probably you answered the question.by.thinking of.particular
\

types of bird's 'and'themtrying'to remember occassions when you
saw the nests of these,. birds, either'im nature- or in-books.

'

Probably you.began yoUr,seArCh with a familia-i, typical bird,s'uch, as a robin.

If you-know quite. a bit about birds, your

search probablyturned,up diverse kinds.of,nests'such'as those of
ducks, Baltimore orioles. barn swallows, and bald eagles.
Youi intuitions were no doubt consistent with the
hypotheSized process of'searChing meriofies of specific cases.
4

Experimental.evidence, WhiCh does not rely on intuitiony is also
A

consistent

with the hypothesized process. ,.Walker (1975) asked

subjects to accept or reject as qUickly as- possible propositions

about a wide variety of things with quanti4ableimensions
as the following:

'A large dog could, weigh 12 pounds.

G

such

.
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Subjects quickly rejeCtedthig_proposition and also quickly
rejected sentences that ascribed an extremely heavy weight, such
as 400 PoundS _to a.large.dod:" Furthermore, subjects quickly
aCCepted'statements ascribing'a weight. rated as typical of7a
large dog; sucteds 109. pounds.

However

subjeCts were slow t

`,{

accept or reject weighES rated At the boundries of,a'large dog,
..

.

Say 40 to 60 pounds.
It is very difficult:to accommodate Walker's findings to 11.

r

theory that say* that people have,,directly_stored as part-

their general concept of.a large dog

large dogs weigh from,
..

51 to:140:Pounds.. .Such h7a theory wouldllaveto predict that
eo

peOple would be equally fast at accepting any weight. betWeen 51'
and 140 pound& and equally fast at rejecting Lady weight outside'
this"range.

Moreover, the theory that people directly store as

part: of their knowledge of a class of objects generAlizaticin&
about the range on each dithenAion along which the objects can be
classified is highly implictifiaii;--Obj

vary in innumberable

;,.

.

dimensions.

If a Orson has,storeit thi.range of.weights,of larg
-----

dogs, why not the widths'of their ears and the lengths of
tails?

it

The more,pleusible and parsimonious theory, then, is t

people make use of. knowledge oc.specific cases. in calculations

such aa.the foregoing.
;

It is welleitablishec.thatwords'canlhave different

meanings ln different contexts, VVen when the words are being
used in the same sense (Anderson, Pichert, Schallert, Steve
Trollip, 1976; Andersoqi6 Shiffrin, 1980).

30-,

This fact Poses a

]
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'graye problemlcir any theci y,alarthe lines that the meaning

,

a cotpound is- the product of the general meanings of the

constituent words.: Thi
cases.

conventional thiory does work in some

For instance, /it seems' to work in the case of the

compound, red dress
typical shade of

-.-The drees can be construed 'as 1144ing, a

ed.

NOw-consid r thelsollowing compounds, however:

/

411strawberry, red tarn,red sunset,, and red.hair.

visualized

red

,

s.different

The red

each of these cases, as Halff, 13rtortyl,

and Anderson (1977) have 'demonstrated
empiricallY.. To explain
:,

this effeck'weprOpose that specific memOriesof, for instance,.
red ha4r are retrieved and the range of hues ,Calculated. -We

further suggest that the hue of the' compound is prediCted on the
basieof the generic concept of, red and the. generic Concept-of
Ile object only when the person has' not.

this

/ combination before qr whenan indeterminate:range:of hues is
possible.-

Stating the foregoing theory in general form wordsmeanings
are context, sensitive because people treat words and phrases as
z.

instructions to.locate in memory specific examples.

The .sense

and reference of the,terMs are then refined. on.thesbasis of theie
.

examples.---When-aptdific examples repreSeating.theintexsect4on
of:the.aetS of.examples signified by tte.teris cannot14,-located,
tie:I-thedefault inference' of.a.typical:Aaidningis madeased
Th
on
-

-s-

the general'schemata.that.the-tirma:represent.
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How are .the phrases "a particular case"_ and "a specific
example: to, be interpreted?

A robin

is

a specific example of a

, birdl but notice that ROM. is itself an abstracted and generic
.

schema. Still more specific is the-robin7I-saw-ngsting-in-thehewthorne-tree-outside7my7frontdoor-thia7morning

Following

Smith And Medin (1981); 121 assume:that people have knowledgerepresented at 'various- 4vela of specificity.
,

.

riothirig about our

.

thinking requires people always to get bacic to 'memories of cesea
.-,,

.

experienced at a partiCular moment in time and space.
,

,

In Smithery., the. three main pointS of this- section were th t

an adequate aCcount *Of the structure of' schemata will:Include

information about, the relationships ath6ng componevs

complete theory of schema activation will include

that
major 'role

for inference, and that during language comprehension people
probably. rely on knowledge rof particular cases as well as

abstract and general schemata.

Schemata- and Inference

One of the key prOcesdea_ in a scheme-theOretid. account OE
cognitive processing is :inferencing..
inferences in a :8peci41,*sectia4i,:,

In choosing,t0 highlight
rim*, tbe.:,-riskof suggesting'
:7'

that inferendihg -occupies, Emilie special stage in

process.

We..assert-,na such claim; in fact, we

*.

the

compreheivion
demonstrate

that inferences *can.:occur either at the time of 'initial encoding
.

of text finformation llito_ memory or at the time'_ thai pforthatio0.

is _retrieved froM'memOTY. : Tbe reason. for devoting a SOecial
.. ... ,

,

.

;

,,

:,:/,

.
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S

section to inferences is. to acknowledgeheir centrality-tothe
overall process of comprehension:-. At, least fOiar-kinds Of
h

-

inference can be identified in reading comprehension.
1. Inkerenees may be involved, in the Oocess of ,deciding

what schema among mu should be cal led Ant()
comprehend a text.

An :order to

IE is rarely the case when:.reading that one

is told directly what Schetha to uae.

&Ake cues are usually

pieced up' frOM the text that allow schema selection.

?or_

exampler- to read a lead '.'sentenoe fromHa newspapqr article
.

indiCating that Princess Anne took part, in a ceremony involving a

new ship may provide sufficient evidence to al)ow a readei

to

infer that a SHIP CHRISTENING SChema should be invoked.
.

2.

Inference is 'also involved in the process of

.Anstantiatin& slotd within a selected schema.

A reader typically

makes. inference when -deciding that, a particular:, charatter or item'
_.

mentioned 41,i stotyis 'intended to- fill a particular siot.
,

:

..

-..

.

Consider the eaMer. exampla':abtut Queen glizabeth in Clydebank;
There was nothing explicitly stated in the text to tell the
reader

hat Queet1 Elizabeth should fill the <celebrity> slot..

The reader, who decides she should fill that slot has 'made the
inference that she,- amongst all the characters sand items in the

text, is the most likely .candidate to.fill that slot.

Furthermore a reader may fill a particular slot in a schenia by
assigning default values in the absencp of any specifically
substantiating' inf orbatiOn:iti'thtrtekt. Agath'
CHRISTENING .example, deciding that a bottle of champagne:Itas.:_used

.

r
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is an example. of such a default "inference.

It :should be stressed.

,

that filling slots by default is not a .rare event.

Rather, it is

a routine aspect of the ongoing process, of comprehension.
Writers rely on the fact that there is a considerable amount:. of

knowledge that they glare with tHeir-audience.-: When it can be
assumed that their audience will be able to accurately infer what

shared knowledge has been omitted,writers will' usually omit it
(Crark_ & Haviland, 1977; Grice, 1975).

It is this process of

.

f

mos-t---people think- of when they-are

t..

', told that an inference has teen made.
.

There is

a

fourth kind of inference:

it involves 'drawing.'a

upon lack of knowledge.

It has the kogi.c,- "If X

conclusiVe based.

were true,*Lwould knovi it were true.
be true,

it

is probablralse.

.1

0

Since I do mot know X to

Recall the earlier example in

which this sort of inference was involved in deciding that since
Prince Charles took a swig of Champagne from ihe bottle, he must
notg,tbe participating in a ship 'christening.

One paradigm of studies designed to inv,estigate schema

selection inferences involves presenting Students with an
ambiguotis text, Written.-so as .to permit. two or more.

Interpre.tatiotis, and lale"ilisking them, to recall it.

Then on the
.

g

basis of theme- revealing intrusions into subjects! recall
*protocols, 'one can infer -the schema that

a given:

reader selected

,:

to

provide °the' best account of the .data
:data .in the text.
.
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11

The. paradism is. illustrated fh,i study by Anderson,

Reynolds,'Schallert, and Goetz (1*77), whO presented college
students with two texts.

One text 'Tetitted:the interpretation
_

.

%

of a priMoner,planning his escaliefrom a cell or thSt of a
wrestler trying to get-out of khis, opponent'

hold., The'second

permitted.the interpretation of four' people gettimg together to
play cards or that of a quartet about to begin, their weekly music
practice.

Physical education'majois and music majors tended to

select the specialized schema (wrestlinwor quartet) for only
that passage consistent with their experienCe, selecting the'mo.'e

common schema (prison or cards)'for the other passage.
!"

The es

dy.

.

suggests thege conclusions: (a) schema selection. is of ten-basee..

upon inference,(b) the schema

one

selects influencesft.he amount

and mature of recall, and (r) once a schema has been selected,
even by inference, it Will drive other.inferences,

particularly,

inferences-(see section on Sqhemata and
Remembering).
a
'

a.

P.

-Evidence itir the second kind of inference, using sA,zchma

already selected to *guide the ingtaiation of slots within the'
schema comes from a slightly. difereneresearch varadigm.
Subjects-are given a passage-4ritten An ianguago SO general andliague that it isdifficuh: to remember by. itself, sucklp,ihis

-oneJused-by Dooling 6 Lachtpad, 101., and 4radiford 1 Johnson;
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The proceduie is actually :quite simple.

First, you

.

arrange the items intodifferentgroups.

Of course one pile

may. be tufficient_depAding:,on how much there is to do.

If

you .have to /to sodewhere"else due to. lack of facilities that

is 61e
impor

xt.step; otherwiee .you are pretty well set.
not to overdo thingi.

It is

That is, it is better to do

too few things at \once than too Many.

In the short run this

may not seem important but complications can easily. arise...
.

.

A mistake can be expensive as well.

'pgtedure will seem coMplicatedi

At first, the:whole

Soon, however, it wi4

beCome just anothei facet of life.: It is difficult. to.

foresee any end to the necessity for this task.in the
..

immediate future,but

then

one.never can tell,

After the

procedure is completed one arrangesthe materials into.
different groups again.
appropriate Places.

Then theypan(be put into their

Eventually they will be used once more

.-add the whole .cycle will,. then hale Co be repeated.'

However*

that is part of lac...

Some subjects are given,the title, Washing Clothestbefote..
they read the passage, some ifter,-- others not. at all.

Paseage

recall is.enbanced only'for -the condition in which inbjett.are.
givencthi title'before,reading.

Without a title, which allows

eubjects.to enmake a scheMa, a reader cannotdecide what to do
.

with the information in the text. Oficea-reader is able to
activate her WASHINO,CLOTHESsehema, howeiter, even the vague

1

.
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terms in the text can be ;matched with the appropriate slois.(e.g.
.

"somewhere else" = laundrOmat)..

improved.

.

Hence memory fOr'the text is

Variations on this paradigm have used disambiuiting

pictures (Bransfoid & Johnson, 1972) or names of historical
4
characters (Dooling & Lachman:, 1971). -The broadetrpuint to be
.

tnidi is that even normal texts, with no intentional ambiguity,

are rarelycompletely,clear-about what text items ought to
instantiate which .slots within theachema-that.has.been selects;

usually the reader herself has todecille for example, which
character is.t1p: heroine or why :someone performed a particular
act.

The third type of inference,-using a selected schema to fill
,.important slot's by assigning'a.default value, is, is we have

said, the normal sense of what we mean when we say someone has
drawn an 'inference.

And it is this type of-inference that his
,

been studied most,often, particularly developmentally.

The'

deVelopmental research is.ambiyalent concerning precisely.what

S

aCcOuntsu-for the,observed grOwth.across age in the sheer number.
.

of.inkerences readers are able. to-draw.., The work of Paris and
.:his- colleagues'(e.g.-Paris &..Upton, 1976;Paris ES Lind/Wert- 1976),:
-,..

auggests that plunger children ire

JThey

.inference a spontaneously.
.

that five-year,olds were
-,

.
.

mply not predisposed to drai

.

\

.:

9-

'

.7
.

.

less. able to infer .the implied initrTent in sentences like, "The'
46

man-dig a:hole,

than were eight - year -olds. Alowever, when the

five-year-olds were'told to, act,out the action in the sentence as
,

_

'A Schema-Theoretic View.
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.

just as able as the eight-year-olds to'

they heard. it, they.

infer the instrument in response to a later probe.
.

-)1

An alternative, although not Mutually-exclusive, argument is
that age7related'growth in inference ability is really a
.difference in the growth of knowledge available for draWing
inferences.

Omansoti, 'Warren, and Trabasso. (1978) concluded that

it was available prior.knowledge, not differences'in.memory
capacity or Control mechanisms that accounted"for differences in
4

A

the quantity of inferences.dravin by eight-.versus five-yearcoIds.
11_

Piarson, ltansen, and Gordon (1979) found that differences in

knoWledge-of thetopic accounted for large differences 'in
se ,ability to answer inf1.4thtial questions but -only fOr

. child

r,very modest differedces in:literal questioni.l NiCholson and
.4.

Imlach (1981) have reported even.more convincing'evidencefor the
.

influence of knowledge on slot4filling inferences.

hey found

_
that when children were given texts about familli764ics,they
.

C,

.

often resorted to .pifor knowledge to .answer inferende Auestioni
even when the text provided explicit information that, could have
.

.

been used.
.

Regarding the'fourth type of inference, the lick of
knowledge dtference, only .anecdotal case'study data are -currently

available to:evaluatethe Ale and frequenY.Of this:aort of
However, Collins (1978) does provide nutlierous

inference.

examples ofAupations that:it would appear that r aders could
.

.

answer only by .invoking. lack

knowledge inferences.

One point

.

about them:

they seem to be, made primatily at tha.point Of.
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retrieval or when an interrogator (teacher or experimenter)
.

imposes a task upon the reader demanding such reasoning.

Unlike

default inferences, for example, they may not be made routinely'
during the ongoing comprehension process. '

Two important questions about inferences that any good
theory of comprehensionlwill have to.deal with are (1) Which
inferences, among the indefinitely large-number that could be
made, will a reader make during comprehension? and (2).When do
readers.make inferences, at' the time of.ititial encoding of
information into. memory or at the'time of retrieval ?.

Regarding the first question, the best evidence,comefrom EL
N

study by Goetz (1979).
,

Goetz created, AlternatiVe texts in which

.

a target piece of.information was either essential or unessential_

to understanding a story, and was either explicitly stated in the
:text or only im2lied by the informationA.n the text.

He then

measured the probability that ttie target information would: be
_-

'recognized (Experiment I) or recalled (Experiment 2) as a

function of explicitness and importance.

He found that

.

importance-was agood.predictor of both the.prObabi4ty that that
the implied informationvould be recognized and the Probability
that it' would be recalled.- Interestingly, however, whet"the
target inforMatiOn..was seated explicitly, importance predicted

recall but not recognition.. Goetz's findings are significant

:-becausethey provide insight into constraints on an Otherwise.
unwieldy process.

Without some criterion for deciding whiCh.
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inferences are to be made, there. is no principled way fora

theory to-explAin how the inference mechanism is stopped from
chutning out countless elaborations of the text.

The issue of when inierences are Made; during encoding or

etrieva4 has-a checkered experimental history.

The usUal

paradigm for' determining the locus of inferences is to give
,

subjects.a passage to read and to later test,their recognition

latency for information that was directly sted in the text
.

comparison to that which was only implied.

.

,

Equivalent

tecoinition latencies imply that the inferences must havebeen
veal-

made during encoding; longer latencies for inferences imply that
they must have been computed at the point of retrieval.
KiAsch,(1971)' reported three studies in which he.found a
shorter times for explicitly stated information only when the
recognition test was given immediately; with.delayi of either 20.
`minutes or 48 hours, there were no differences in the recognition.

latencies for explicit and implicie,information.

Singer (1976,'

1977, .19798, 1978b), on the other hand, has cansistentlY found
shorter latencies for explicit.informatian..

However, in a more

recent experiment, Singer .(1980) found.that importance,Aas

indexed by how crucial-thesinference was to maintaining thecoherence of the text,; is a moderating factor. .Necessary

inferences were recognized as'rapidly as explicit.information.
.Both of'theae 'types were- recognized about 245 milliaeconds.more_
-

rapidiy-tban

,

unnecessary--infeieflies.,

40
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summary, it) is somewhat ironic thavin order to fulfill

thebaSid:goal of creating, a mockel'of the meaning -of a:text that
acdountsfor all the 'eXplicitinformationj.or as much of it as is
possible, interpretations must be made that often go well beyond
,

.z.

the text itself.

Current evidence suggests that Inferences

importantlfor'a coherent understanding-of of the text will be
,made at the time the text is read.
.only
nly

Other inferences will be

when circumstances demand.
Schemata ancithe Allocation of Attention
.

perhaps thetost pervasiVe and consistent finding of
.

c

research. On discourse is that,important text elements are more

-

likely to be /eirnecrand remembered than

One :attractive Oieotto.explain th
.

as important elements.

fact is that readers,

,

selectively attend to .important elements.

The following

simple version of this theory:
.

1.,

The:schema to which the text is being assimilate4,

already-processed text information, -and an.analysis'of task
.4
.

demandi, provide 'a gauge for judging the.importance-of upcoming

text elements.

a,

2.

AS ft.is encountered each text element is processed to.ts

some .minimum level and then graded,for'impOttance.
3.

Extra attintiou.isAe4oted tO'elitents that surpass.

'criterion of importance.
_.

.

4.

Because of ii e extra attention they receive, important'

.1,-.

:

text elements are learned betterl.and, because they

are, learned.,.

.
.

.

better, these'iext elements: are also femembeied better.
-..,-..

.
.
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Recently there have been several attempts tot,test
.

selective attentioOImodel such as the-foregoing by.directly
measuring indicators of amount of attention.

It should be.

C

emphaSiied that attention is a. hypothetical construct thatimay be
.

V

imperfectly reflected in any operational measure (see KahneMan,
)

.

.

1973).: One index that has commonsense appeal, as well as a

,
1

1

substantial history:Of use-in experimental research, is the

amount of"time-asubject takes to complete a task or a segmeht o
°

d.task.

Other measures that liave been argued to reflect asOicts

of attention incWde eyefixations,A)upil dilation, brain waves,
:1

4-

and- latency of response to.a secondary task probe,

0

'

We will begin the ebview of empirical studies.with ones that

me:reader's a task hatalmost certainly influended the aspects
of the-teft to which they paid attention:

Rothkopf and-

Billington (1979) completed Ithfee experiments in which. ligh
_

.

school students mynorizedpimOlelearning objectives before1.
studying.a 1,481 word passage on oceanography.

Readers got

either five ikr ten, objectives, all stated in very 4peci4c tenth;

and relevant to a single, readiliOentifiable-sentence in the
passage.

For instance, one of the learning objectives was,' What

the name of the scale used by oceanogrftets when recording4
the color of water? -The.test sentence that satisfied the
,..
.

objective. was, Oceanographers record the color of the' ocean by

.comparison with a series of bottleS of'colored.water knownas.the
Forel scale.

The data confirtedthat students who' read with
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objectives in mind spent more time on sentences relevant to these

_objectives and less timeon,ones not relevant to the objectives,than did students who read without objeCtives.

In thethird

experiment, Tatterns of eye movements were found to be consistent
.

with the reading time results.

In each-Study subjects learned
.

and'remeibered substantially, more information.relevaot to'

assigned objectives.

.

These expeiiments produced exactly the

results that would be expected on the basis of.the selective
attention hypothesis.

Questions inserted'in etext'have been hypothesizedtocause
readers to :pay moreattention td information-q-the,type the
questions are about.

:

Reynolds, Standifordi'end Anderson (1979)

investigated this hypothesiS in an experiment in which college

undergraduates werelperiodically,questioned while theyiread a 48page marine biology text.' The questions,:wereof e'clear and

distinctive type.:'Forinstance

one grou0 of readers received

questions every four pages that could alweys'be answered with a
proper name.

Other group% were asked questions that could always.

be answered with a technical term or a number. -Time,to read the

text was recorded for eArYjour-line segMent: The'Maid.result.
:of the experiment, was that readers who enswered.que#IOns spent
more time. on the segments of the text. that contained informatibm.

from the category needed to snswertheqUestionS.

Perforance,:pn.

a.later-teSt showedthat questioned-geouPS'learned and remembered
.
.

:!.

more questiOn=felevant information than the nonquestioned. groups.
groups.
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The results were entirely consistent with a simple selective
attention theorY.

Several studies by Britton and his associates (of: Britton,

_

'ihi,- Davis; & Wehausen, 1978) have-used the length of-time,
before a secondary task is_performed.asLa measure 'of the amount
.

of attention_ being devoted to rea4ing. Subject:8 were told.that

comprehending the text was their primary taskq_L_They were also
given

he "secondary task" of depressing a key whenever an
.

auditory, signal, or probe.was sounded.
:

The idea behind.this

o.
.

procedure is that when the mind is occupied with 'the primary task
-

there will be:a slight delay in,resbOnding to the secondary task.,.
s.

`To explain this more fully, thereii:an'nbbeiimitte the amount,
of attention, or "Aeognitivicapacity,"%at people can devote to
a task.

Ordinafily there is plenty of 8pare capacity when doing

mental work such as reading.

tioweVerOf ireaderweretoput
,

substantial extra effort. into a'text:element,.this-Would piace

-.peak load demands nthe cognitive system

Then`: there would'be.

.

:

little capacity `left over to process the probe indrespond'to
,
.

the reaction to the probe woUldbe-delayed until capacity
had been .freed.:
.

Britton, Pitia, Davis., and tiehausen '(1978) and Re'nolds and

.Anderson .(1982) hivOmelloyedthe-secondary task. procedure

to

inveOtigate'whether periodic' questions cause rkaders to

selectively allocate attention. -In the latter study-colleie.
students again read the 48 page marine biology text.: They were
asked either a proper name question or a teChilicat,term question
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.

During each four-line text segment, the-A-seder

heard either zero, one, or two probes presented

hrough

4arphenes;-at width points he or she was to push a key as quickly
as possible.

The results showed that readers took longer to

respond to the probe when studying a segment that contained
°

.

queition-releVant information thin whenAimudying one that did
not.

Rpading times were also longeron.segments containing
.

a

question-relevant information.

Thus, using.two different
.

.

O

.

measures-, this ,study supported the selective attention

interpretation of the effects of questions.
The Selective-attention hyliathesis provides .a parsimonious

and convincing interpretation of the effects,of'equipping.readfrs
with instructional objectives. or Occasionally asking them
questioni.- It is much more problematical, though, that:the.
reader'

acts,. primarily as adevide for allocating

attention.

To. assimilate the-. following :vignette,. .itmay'be

supposed thatMostreaders would employ a WHO. DONE IT Scheibe.

Detective Lieutenant Bill.RoBerts bent over'the.corpse.._

had been stabbed. _Roberts

apparent. the:

searched the room looking'for evidenCe.

There near.the foot

.of,the bed, pattly-Covered by a newspaper, :he discovered the1

.

butcher knife.
.

y

.

.

'.The question is whether extra cognitive 'capacity will be deVoted
to processing the important information expressed_by :'the butchef

.
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The selective attention hypothesis says yes.
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An.:

that the WHO DONE IT schema furnishes
:

the "ideational scaffolding" (AuShbel, 1963; Anderson, Spiro,
Adderson, _1978)Jor the inforMation in, the text.

Preaumably the,

<murde weapon> occupies,an important niche, or slot, in this
structure.

lfirthermore,' the second sentence of the text

constrains the murder weapon to a sharp Inc.trument.

Thus, there

is a slot established in -the schema for which a knife is a

leading candidate by the time.the phrase, "the,butcher knife," is
.

.

,encountered.: As a consequencei.according to the-idAionai
seaffolding°typethesisr the. information about the knife will be

readily assimilated and thefe is no reason why it ought to

reqUire,-orill receive,,eAra attention.
Another alternative toihe selective attention model.
outlined .at. the-beginning of this section has been formulated by
.;

Kintsch and Van Dijk

.-

.They:theorized that:important-

.

propositionsare maintainedworkinumemort' throughout more
processing "cycles" than less ipportant ones.:'Thid is a kind of
.

selective attention theory, sinca.Kintsch and Van Dijk-believe
that important propoiiiiona are more memorable"becaUse of the
,
.

greater amount of processing they receive.

HoWeV'er , the extra'

attention is not given when the proposition:As encoded, but
.

rather is said to come later when subsidiary propositigniLaEe
-being procesded:

Still-another alternative hypothesis, as will be explained
at length in the next:section, is,that the greater likelihood Of
I

,

\
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recall of important text elements may be attributable to a memory_
process rather than a learning process.

his hypothesis, the

ideational.scaffolding.hypothesis, and the Kintsch and Van bijk
'

multiple oybles hypothesis are all.rivals to the simple selective
attention hypothesis.

Thus, the outcome of research on. attentios,

.---involving- variations in schemata.or text:organization- ia.not a

`>.

-fOregone.donclusion; :and.the results will:be of genuine interest..

Goetz, Schallert, Reynolds and Radio (1983) examined -the.
elfects of the reader'

.

perspective on the allocation of

atteniion. .Policeman, people in training tobe real estate

agenta, and college students were instructed to take.the

perspective of a burglaisa person interested in b6ying a,home,

or no particularjerspective:While reading a story ostensibly
about what two boys did at one of the boys homes while.playing
4

hooky from sohdol.

The research confirmed previous research that

has established that the reader's perspective strongly influences

whith information will-be recalled from this story (Pichert

:nderson, 197 Anderson.4 Picher

1978; Grebe, 1979).

Persons

playing the role of a bUrglar are more likely to recall, for
instance, that money is kept in a disk.drawerr whereas those
imagining themselves _to be homebuyers more often reproduce, for

example, the information that the place had spacious grounds.:
The'aew finding obtained by Goetz and his colleagues is that
subjects spent more time reading sentences that,contained--

inforbation important in-the4ight of thefscheMa activated-by'
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They.also spent somewhat more time on.

sentences- important in the light of their background.

For

instance; the policemen took longer to read sentences containing
,

information important to burglars than the 'Other subjects.

Reynolds (1981)end Anderson (1982) have summarized research
:consistent.with these 'findings.
O

Cirilo and Foss (1980) have reported two experiients in

which time to read sentences was assessed Whenthe sentences were
of high importance in one story and low importance in.another.

The sentence, He could no longer talk at all, was highly
important in a story in which it described the effect of a

witch's curse on a wise king. .Theqame sentence was of,lew
importance in a story in which it described the momentary'

reaction of a simple soldier upon hearing that he would receive a
large reward for_finding a precious ring.

In two experiments.

Cirilo and Foes. found-that readers spent more timeon asehtence
when it played 'an important roleAn.a.sEory.
Britton, Meyer, Simpson,. Holdredge, and Curry (1979) have'
recently reported another test of the selective attention.
hypothesis.

The materials included two expository texts

involving the energy crisis.

In one, according to'Meyer's (1975)

analyaii, a paraiTa0 on the breeder reactor was high in the.

content structure;0e passage said the fast breeder reactor is
the solution to energy problems.

In the context of theother

passages'the paragraph was low inthe content sttucture; the
breeder reactor is only one of five possible solutions to the
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energy crisis.

Subjects recalled more information from the

critical paragraph when it was of high importance.

However, they

took the same amount of time to read.the critical paragraph and
the same amount of time to react to a secondaritask probe
regardless of the paragraph's importance.
$

.

Hence, the selective

attention hypothesis was not confirmed.- Britton and his.
'Collaborators theorized that the superfOr recall of -the-critical

4aragraph when it was of higher importance was-due to a memory
1process4
.

We don't know how to reconcile the conflicting results

obtained by Cline and Foss (1980) and in our own research

on

-

.

the one hand, and Britton et al. (1979), oft- the other.
Wefe several differences in materials and procedures.

There

Most

notably there Were different.definitions of what makes a text

element "importanW Ittsapparent. that one ought to be
cautious in. assuming that any-sinalaoperationthat can be. said
.

to make a segment 6f text salient, iqgeresting

or important will

arfectAnocessinin the same, manner (see Anderson,- 1982). An.
important task facing the field of reading research isvia further
explication of the notion of-"importance."'

ImprovetentS in the simple: first-order theory of selective
.

attention will be rered
before the theory can-cope With the
-qui.
.

.
.

.

I

.

._

.

.'
.

demands.oUtexts of any cothplexity.

.

For instance, readers often

will be unable to gauge the kmportinCe of elements when firit
encountered.

Tndeedi.in sothe'literaryforths, such es short
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stories and the detective novels, innocuous happenings frequently
turn out:to be significant at some later point.
What "fix7up-Strategy" (Alessi, Anderson, & Goetz, 1979)
could readers use for dealing with text information whose.,:.

signifiCnce was no

initially appreciated?

If the information

were available-inmel..ory, perhaps in fragmentary and

unassimilated fotm, it could Simply-be retrieved and processed
further at the point at which its importance was discovered.

If

the information were not in memory; the reader could:look back
and reread the relevant section of the text.

Efficient use of

"look backs" (Alessi, nderson & Goetz, 1979) would require the
the twit the information could be tound.

person to know where-i

Ittothk6pf (1971) has discovered that readers'incidentaIly-acquire
.

a surprising amount of information- about the geography of a'text.
Though they...had not-,been forewarned that they would be asked

..where information was locate4.after reading a 3000 -word passage
people were'able-to repott the page on which information'

-

appeared, and even the location within the page, with much- better
than chance accuracy.
A fundamental question is why .an extra alrocation of
'

.

r.,
.

cognitive capacity ought to be.facili.tative. 'Some would stmply4.
.

.

..,

,

.

.

.

...

. .

:-

take it As axiomatic that attention is.the precursor to learning,

and let-thearguMent rest there (cf. Schneider A-Shiffrin, 4977;
.

1
7
Shirfrin & Schneider, 1977).
.:

'.

Our view is that ultimdtely this is

not a satisfying level-of explanatiOn. -A complete theory will
requtre an-7-analYsis-of-whatTreaders-are-doini-with:the-cognitive

,

Y('

capadity-therinvest.
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They could be rehearsing selected segments

of the text in the traditional sense of.implicitly'repeating the
_

.

segments .to themselves, as ailactor learning his lines does
,

Rehearsal appears to-be. the operation that lothkopf and
,Hillington (1979)'had in mind'as the explanation for the'effects
of learnihg objectives.

Another view is that readers pay extra

attention to certain text segments 'in order to'process'them at a
semantically deeper level.

A problem with' the deptii=of-

processing notion'is that a semantic level of representation is
required before a feadei could have a basis for determining that

a segment was important enough to deserve more attention.

At

this point the reader might engage in still "deeper" processing,
.

.

.

y

.

but nos e has been able to say'exactly What thatcould-mgan, as
efil

critic

of the idea have noted (Nelson, 1977; Baddeley, 1978).

In any event, Craik and his associates, Who introduced the phr.ase
.
"depth of processing" (Craik &..Lockhart,'1972),: have abandoned.
°

4

the concept.

He and hi's 'Colleagues now speak in terms. of the

"elaboration" of to- be- learned material (Craik&

and the "distinctiveness"-of the encoded represehtation. (Jacoby,
Craik, & Beggs 1979).

Our conjecture-is that extra attention is invested in
important propositions:in a text.in order to.donnect'these

propositionawithAhe overall representation-that ie being
.

.cOnstructed.

.

SO, if afperson'pretending to be a burglar reads

that coins are keptin a desk drawer, the connection is made that
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a burglar is inter, in

Drawing such connecting inferences requires cognitive

capacity.

'le fact that they are drawn is the reason, or part of
-....

the

for the SU:-

/

en a Pent.

for recall of'important t xtelements.

:s_LALilii a text"that is,

eliding with the

deliberate intention of learning ideas and info

ation--some lo*

of the selective attention hypothesis would a pear-to give a

P
reader's processing

nignly.plausible account of aspects of

activities (see T. H. Anderson, 1979). Hrever, as a
characterization of the" activity of a p7imbn who is simply
the hypothesis has much less a priori'appeal.

We would

not be surprised to find no evidence of differential milocation
ri

of-capacity on the part of ancindi Idual-engrostted with the

Sports page or curled up with a novel.

Such learning df

/
inf. ormation\as

takes place

these conditions is the

'incidental by-product of comp ehension.

-characteristics oflaborato
put subjects more in the
Direct, syStematic study

The demand

experimentadnAiscourse processes
de of studying than simply. reading.

f what is happening-when peOple are
-

-

simply reading-will not be eas y, since procedur4 for the real7

N.

time measurement

..;.--f
tielattention

A complete theory o

cially intrusive.,

aflocationof attention-. during

reading will have to take account of a1l:Major demands
cognirive,caPacity.

on,

Included is the capacity needed to analyze'

words andacce;a theiimeOniiiga, to parse sentences into
constituents, and to construct propositions.

Many aspects of

.
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)
ti

reading may be automatic; at least in the skilled reader, and
hence require very little, cognitiVe capacity (LaBerge & Samuels,
'1974; Posner, 197S).,,Wevertheless, as a generalgrule,-'it-is

e bet.thai.e4ery'leVel of
requires some attention.

.

analysis,.

Even highly overlearned, largely,

hatitual:,opertions must be zionitoredbecause of occasional
.

breakdowns.
61

Oraesser, Hoffman 'and Clark (1980) and-lust & earpenter
!

(1980). have demonstrated that a range of language processing
operations do require cognitive capacity., In the former study,'_.

reading times were collected for 275-sentences in 12 passages.
The .sentences were analyied in terms of three variables believed
to relate to the text macrostructure-7-that is

the

interrelationships among sentences and the organization. Of the
A

passage as a Whole.

There were also three variables related to

the microstructure,.or linguistic units within sentences.

Reading time was strongly influencdeby macrostructure variables,
especially Whether-the sentence was from a story or expository
text

but also by the familiarity Of the topic (see Steffensen,!
-

.

.

Joag-dev, & Anderson, 1979), and by the amount of new informationin the sentence.

The Microstructurevariables had smaller but

still significant effects..on overall reading time.

,

When subjects:
.

were split into groups of fast and stow readers
.

there was no

diff erence between groups on macrostructure components, but a

.,

- substantial difference with respect,to,idcrostructUrd variables.
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l

The cost in time to process an additional word or proposition or
cone with unpredictable syntax wassmuch greater'for slow than'
0'fast readers.

Graesser and colleagues went on to'shoW that

.

-readers instructed to prepare for an essay, in contrast to a,
multiple-choice, examination devoted increasing amounts of time

to difficult macrostructure components.of the texts, whereas time
to process microstructure components did not vary.,

This is a'

reasonable result since an,esSay exam Tequires an organized

understanding of a text-Multiple7choice questions
T;----

.

can .be

,

answered' from a piecemeal'representation.

NIn summary;. despite some inconsistent.findinga:and'severat
unanswered\Auestions, based on the ividende available

at ..this

time, the seleCtive attention hypothesiSlooks promising.

A
Schemata and:Redkmbering:
.

.

:ThUs,far we have dealt with prodesses supported by the
perion'a.schema when a message is being comprehended and aspects
.

of its content learned.

In. this sectiod we turn to the influence

of sehemata on processes, that may, be at work later when the..
.

information and ideas in the message are being remembered and
used.

Much.repearch that is ostensibly"about.rememberingA.S.really".

about.comprehension-and learning.

..

In such research, the

.1,
.

ope rational measure is recall, which' seems to..implicate:memory,
.

.

but in fact the measure' is -Collected in order ..to make, inferenCes

about earlier_prodea

that are not directly observable.

SUCh..

7

.

Nr
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research rests on the asspmption that,what gets stored is the
major determiner of what can be remembered.

Notice, however,

that'if learning entirely .determines, remembering, then

remembering is an uninteresting, derivative: process.

Loosely'

speaking? any factor that affects_ performance on a recall test
r

can be.said to affect remembering.

In a serious discussion,

though, a result -- should not be attributed to. remembering unless

there is an effect aboveand beyond that'which can be explained
in .terms of. learning.

P

.

Pichert and Anderson .(1977) obtained evidence which,

suggeited that a person's schema has an effect on memoryin
addition to an effect on learning.. Subjects read the passage
already' described about what 2:two -bam-didifOne

Jcle boys'

hom-11. while skipping school, "Or they 'read a Passage about two

frOlitkini.overa =emote island.

keadera' schemata were

.

,

manipulated,by assigning differentPerspectivess

For the boys-

...,

.pleYing-hoOky7from-school,paSsage

one:third of the subjects were

-

.-,

instructed'to TeAd,thestory from:the perspective of aqdtential '..

homebuyer,nne:thirdwereto.re'ad it from-the perspective
,

burglar, and one_third, acontrol grodp

f'a

.

,-

,

.

were given no special

P

cperspeCtiNe.

For the-gu1-ls7ftolick1nk-over-arrislandatorn one

third.Of the subjects were told,to take the perspective of an

eccentric florist who desired a.remotenlace totaite exotic
floWerd, one third were to ,read the story .from 'the perspeCtive of,
r

r

a shipwreckeeperson .gager to:stay-alive and get home, anc(one-.
third .were controls.
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The passages were written so as to contain information of
contrasting impottance to the perspectives.

For instance, the

passage ostensibly about two boys .playing hooky from school

contained the information that the house had a leaky roof, which
would be important to a real estate prospect.but not a burglar,
and the information that, the family had a large color TV set,

where the reverse would be true.
Subjects were Asked to recall the pa.ssage shortly after

readihg and a weekrlater.

Table 1, which is reprinted from the

Pichert and Anderson paper, summarizes the results.
seen

As can be

the.impojOnce of. the information to the assigned

1-

perspective had a'powerful influence on learning and also:4/

positive, though small, influence on Memory after one week.

The

=index of memory was the proportion of information recalled given
that the same information had also been recalled on the first
test shortly after-reading d week earlier.

This. index is

logically independent of level of recall on the first test.

If

:the first test is regarded as rePresentinglevel oflearning,
then the experiment provides evidence that a perso'n's schethe has

separate effects on learning andalemory.

Insert Table 1 about here:

This interpretation is open to challenge,llowever..

It could

be'argued that the schema operative when a person-is reading has
,

-
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an influe ce on learning that id-not manifested in an immediate
-

opportuni y to.recall.
/

,

TexreleMenis that are important in the

,

.

,
.

light: of

he ipaderis,schema might. be overlearned "because they
i

receive more proceseing or deeper prodessing. -As a result, these
elementi may-haVe enough, strength to appear at both Immediate and
1

delayed-recall.

On the other hand,. a larger proportion of the
-0

less well learned, un/Mportant.elements maybe above a recall
threshold when the first test is given but below the threshold a
week later.
Anderson and Pichert (1.978) attempte0 to design a test of

the effects of Schemata on memory that would be free.from
possible latent effects of level of learning.

Subjects read the

boys-playing-hooky-from-school passage from one of the two
.

.
.

.

.

perspectives, recalled the passage for a first time, changed
...perspectivesfrom homebuyer to burglar, or ;vice versai and then
recalled the passage for a Second time

The data showed that

people recalled additional, previously untecalled information
following the'shift in perspective., There was a significant
.

.

increase in recall of. information important to the naw

perspective hut-unimportant to the one operative when the passage
e

-was read.

it.is impossible to explain th s result in terms 0 a

/

learning process since the -switch of perspectives occurred after'
the. material had been read and recalled once.

The phenomenon

must be attributed toa remembering process.
The finding that .a' change of- perspective.leade to an

increment/in-tetall:of-infbrimation,--importanto the new

-

.:

.
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,

and also a decrement, ,in recall. of inforMation

'unimportant to the new perspective; has been replicated a number
.

of times under several.variations'of-design and procedure. ,For
.

.

example, Andersim, Pichert,.and Shirey(1983) asked high school
students.to read, a passage and recall it just once, either from

the perspective operative during reading 'or a different

perapective assigned prior to recall.
results.

Table 2 contains the

As can be seen, there were independent' effects of the

reading, perspective and the recall perspective on recall. 'The,'

data plainly shoO that the schemata brought into place by.
peispective instructions affect both learning and remembering.
-

"Insert Table, 2 about here.

In.a second experiment, Anderson, Pichert,and Shireyfoun
.that 'a new perspeCtiVe had lost most of its power, to reinstate
previously unrecalled text information after an interval' of a'
week.

Similarly, Foss and Schumadhei (1981)-reported.a

diminished. perspective shift effect:afterffan interol of twenty
'four hours.

On the other hand, Flamer and Tauber (1982), in a

-study involving Germah-speaking Swiss university students., found

only slightly reduced recall of information important in the
.light of the new perspective when the' perspective was assigned

twenty minutes after reading. .Evidently'unassimilated.bits and.
pieces. of Oxdormation in, the recesses of the mind will. be
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irretrievably lost. unless a complementary schema is introduced',

Within a fairly

short

period after reading.

dOes a_persoesiChema.influence -remembering?".

In previous papers (e.g., AOderson 1978), we have outlined three.
possible answers to this question which we labeled the retrieval
plan hypOthesis, the output_editing hypoth6is
-

and the

reconstruction hypothesis.'

According to the retrieval plan- hypothesis the schema
provides,the framework for a "top-doWn" (Norman & Bobrow, 19.75)
,

.

search Of meMory. 'The'idea is-that search proceeds from the
.

general'concepts.ificorporated inthe schema to the particular
information related.to these concepts that was learned while the
. passage was being read.

-

.

4

ft

According-to the-theory, a top-down,

schema-guided search. provides access to information important in

the light of the schema, but ittahnot,turn up infOrmation
v.

unrefated:to-the schema.
oo°!

The retrieval plit.hypotheais can'be illustrated: with
reference to'the burglar perspective on the hooky passage..
..

Most

.

-peoples' BURGLARY schema will inCludeheAgeneral tiondepts of
entering the premises to be ,robbed, trying to avoid 'detection,

finding

that. qualify 610 loot -- namely, valuable ob:!cts

that are.-easily moved .and readily fenced,and making a 'clean

getaway.

The statement in thepasiage that'the.side door to'the.

-

,
.

.

houae,ig.kept,unlocked,i84likely to be made
,

.

.

.

. _

.

,

,

.

.

,-,

esoible'wben the
,

.

. -

.

.
.

.

general. need of barglars.to *terthe.preMises-,is:contlidered:
..

.

.

.

_.

.

.11.1e:statement that tall trees hid the house frOmtheroad is a

..
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_

candidate for reinstatement by the AVOIDING DETECTION subschema.
.

Similarly, various objects mentioned in the story; such as the
-

.

color TV setan& money in the desk'in the dets.are likely to
occur to the rememberir when he thinks aboilt-loot.

The general.

point is that; by reviewing his knowledge of'what is true of most

burglaries, the rememberer-4.reminded of the burglar7relevaht
information in the patsage. .ThOUgh the processea of remembering
are not necessarily deliberate"or conscious, a useful way to

thipkabout the retrieval4lan hypothesis is that the schema.
provides.thi rememberer with.an outline of the questions he ought
to ask himself.
it-

,A second possible hypothesis to explain effects on
a,

remembeting is that theaChima'provides thi basis and the'

motivation for outputtditing.

By "output. editing" we:Aeari

seleceiot/rejectiow Of:information to report when recalling
passage.

The hYpottiedid says that the criteria for this decision
.

favor the currently,opersive scheta.-- If a piece' pf-ieormation
;.

is rele ant to'hisactema, 1 person might be willing. to report it

even thoughhe is uncertain of his reCollection.
,/-

/

"hand,

On the-other'

persot might impose high'standaids pf.attainty. for

evaluating information mot relevant to his sCheta..

The pattern

.

Of results that involves increased recall of important
information and--deereased -recall of- unimportant.'informat ion could

be explained in terms of perspective induced shifts in standardS
.for r-output editing.

,
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A third hypothesis is thatthe remembergr's.schema.

-fAcCording_ to thia_hypothesis_the_

=_

person_generates_inferences_about what must have

in the

passage based on his Schema and aspects of the passage that can
'4e recalled.

For instance, a person attempting- to.

the

hooky passage from the perspective of .a burglar will surely'

recall that the narrative involved an affluent, middle-class
e

family.

Knowing the life style and spending habits of personsjn

this social stratum'-and the concern of a burglar with. valuable,

portable, fencible items

it m occur to the rememberer that the'

paSsage mentioned one or anothersmail appliance such as a food
,

processer, c.blor TV, camera, chain'saw, sewing mach

stereo.

e, or

As a matter of fact, among these items onlyia color TV

is mentioned..

However, a persO4 s degee of conviction that he

"read". about a pafticular appliance may relate not:oply to

whether the item Was,actually there, but also-to suCh.factor4740-th*likelihood that a fatally of this-.typi:would havesuCk An
appliatiCe and' whether that appliance.is typicaIlyiart of a
'burglar'

Thus,. &person might be fairlyCbsrtain that he

'loot.

.

.

_

-.

...

.
.

-

.-

'.'''.

.

read about a,stereo .even,though none'ims mentiOnedc

is, Spiro

(1977)114i noted, -A.S mile* process could ptoduCe instances of.

.

Suppose a person-did not actually remember the.

correct recall..
.

information about the color TV-eet. He might infer its existence
-

anyway, and become convinced that he read abOut it beceuse'Of the

.high likeiihnod of a cOlovMset-in-wei

cio4houiehOida..

this fathion,an inventiVe"periOn with a Black c

terion for
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output editing may be able to "remember" additional information
T

frOm a7text as well ,as'

fabrications (cf. Gaule &

Stephenson, 1967).

-Next we Will consider the.evidence that bears on the
mechanisms.by WhiCh a schema affects remembering.

The :,Simplest

end least interesting ikplanation is provided by the output
editing hypothesis.

Indeed,: one may'wonder whether a change.in

criterion ought to be called a memory process.
.

5everal, studies have examined the output editing hypothesis.

Umber (1977) varied the-inceritive for recall.

He reasoned that

if the-increment in recall obsetved among Peciplewho shift to a,

.

new perspective were due to the adoption of a lax criterion, then
the incremqnt'would disappear under conditions of high incentive,
,

,

.

:.64cause then
presumably everybody would apply a'lax criterion:
0.
,

.

The results showed a difference-in recall in favor of people who
.

2

*shifted perspective regardless'of whethet a $.250bonudwas paid
for each new idea.

Aadeison and Pichert (1978)-uied eAtirect approach to see

whether output editing was a creditablehypotheeis.

They

interviewed subjects who'had recalled a-iassage for the Second.
7

.b

time after` changing perspectives.:Aine of tWelve,subjects
insisted. that'each time they recalled the .passage:.tbey,wrote doWn

fir. everything they could remember whethet-iiportant pranimportant.
In the Vords,bfone.of .them;. "I tried to .write down everything
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6

4

rgenerally wrote what I

_could remember."

Two unpublishedexperiments-by-Anders n, Shirey, and-Pichert7
have assessed the output editing hypoth
memory.

is usingrecOgnitiOn

For one experiment, alternate versions of the boys-

playing-hooky passage were written that 'contained different but,
comparable information of. roughly equal attractiveness to

burglars or to real estate prospectS. 'For instance, a piece of
information relevant to homebuyeri was a'daMaged ceiling due to a
leaky roof.

The comparable information in the other version was

a croak in a wall -.due to a settling foundation. °In this

experiment half of the subjeCts read one of the versions of the
.pas.sage,"half read the other, and later everyone took a test
based on information from.both.versions. .

The test required

subjects to evaluate whether or not each of a series of sentences
expressed a.proposition that.therhad. read.

According to-the

Output'editing hypothesis 'people will apply a lenient criterion

for evaluating items expressing information*relevantto their
perspective.. As a consequence, they will ,tend to accept
perspective-relevant items they have not actually seen.
9

In the

case being used for illustration, a person given thehomebUyer.i
.perspective.woilld be .expected. to accept both the item about th'e
.

...

settling fOundation and the one about the leaky toof.-_This did
not iappen.

Indeed, neither, reading perspecti4e;nor recall

persPective had.anydiscernible effect on recognition memory in

.
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two large experiments using somewhat.different materials and
proceduregc'

,

?

..

..

Presumably people can and

eyaluate-what-they;Are-stying

/
.

,

according toCriteria,of:relevanCe'and veracity, and presumably
these criteria change according to circumstances.

Nonetheless,.

based 'on the Accumulated evidence, it seems safe.to conclude that

output editing it not responiible for the changes'in recall of
passages that have been obperlied when people shift perspectives,

at least under the conditions-that have prevailed in the

experiients reviewed in.thitpaper.o
.

O

The retrieval plan hypothesis is able to explarn why

perspective instructions have consistent tffects on recall but no
apparent effectt on recognition.
n.

A recognition test item

'minimizes the need for.etrieving information from memory since

the Anformation;is provided in the item itself., The essence of
the retrieval plan hypothesis is that the.schema is a structure
that. provides access to information in memory.

Since access i

not a problem on recognition--items,' the retrieval.plan hypothesis

predicts no effect.

Access is a critical process in free recall,.

so large effects are predicted there.'

Intetmedidte effects would

beexpected on a cued'recall test that provided some guidance but
did not eliminate the need.fOt retrieval.

Anderson and Pichirt (1970 obtained interview protocols
that supported the notion of using a schema at' the:basis.for a

:retrieval plan. 'The interviewer probed to determine why subjects
thought they had come up with new information tfitsecona time
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they recalled apassaged ,Seven of the sixteen subjects expressly

Nyisated that considering categories' of information which were
:significant in the light of the perspective .caused them to recall

additional items:of information from these categories.

FOr

instance, one subject who shifted from the homebuyerto-the
burglar perspective said,

I just thought of myself as a burglar walking through.
the house.

So I had a different point of view, a differ

objective poi

t

of view for different_details, you know.

noticed' ;the door was open; and where-would J--,i-here, go

there,take this, take that -what rooms would I goto'and
,

what rooms wouldn't I-go to.

Like,-you knoW, who cares

about the outside and stuff?

You can't steal a wall or

nothing

I remembered [the color TV] in the second one,

but not in the first one.

LmSs thinking About things to

steal, thingSyou could take and steal.
money.

In the den was the

China, jewelry, other stuff in other places.

[Q:

Why deyou think you remembered the color TV the second time

endmot.the first time?]

Because I was thinking of things.

to steal,:. I gUess.
r.

Six other subjects, who were less.eXplititabout retell

,

strategies, said that the-new perspettiVe "jagged" their memories
or that when.given the-,new perspective. additional information

"popped" into their heads.

Hence

in all, thirteen of sixteen
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Subjects. made statements consistent with the retrieval plan
hypothesis..
,

A subtle prediction that pan be made based on the
plan hypothesis is that rememberers ought to recall'.information
.

in conceptuallyrelated clusters.

The hypothesis asserts that

'memory search is organized in. terms Of.the general-categories
that comprise the schema.

So, ,for Instante,

nrson pretending

to be a homebuyer might .be expected to recalls' one after another,

several defects of the house that 'were discussed at locations
scattered across the passage.

1'10 have failed to find much:

clustering in informal analyses of attempts to recall the hooky
,passage.

One reason for -this may bethat the:asaigned

perspective is not, the only schema subjects are using to organize
0

recall.

Two other schema4 ta that come into play, nvolve the'

Spatial organization of the house and the temporal organization.
of the plot, such as it is, involving ,the two,.boys.

These

-- supplementary schemata may tend to minimizetlustering in terms.

of burglar or homebuyers,concerns.
.

Grabc:(1%79) has also 'investigated
i
the role Of:schemata in
reall organization. He used the boys- playing- hpoky- passage and

a passakikabouta nursery school which was recalled from the
o

perspective of either a toy manufacturer Of a-child psychologist.

Olusteting,was,signIfiCantlYgreateramOng subjects assigned

.

.

perspectives than among. no-perspective control. subjects, largely

because of the strong results obtained with the nursery school
material. -In- Grabe's (1979) study, theperspeCtive was 'apSigne

°NI
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40

before the passage was read

and so it can .be assumed that it

provided the'framewoik for-learning -=as well 0-remembering. A
.x

. worthwhil

project would--be to--see- if recall- orgatizationchanes

when the perspective Shifts after reading.
In summary, the retrieval plan hypothesis gives. a good
-

account of Several different kinds 'of data.

It . remains a

plausible candidate to explain some of the effects of schemata on
remembering.

There is a substantial research literature bearing on the
inferential reconstructjorligpothesis.

We will consider, here

only studies,that provide a clear basis for distinguishing
between memory effects andleffects attributable to the
representation built up when a message was initially interpreted.
_

A. memory effect mast be'involved when a-pervin acquires a certain

periPective after:reading-a message, as was the7case-in-ihe
research of Spiro (1977; 1980) and Snyder end Uranowitz (1978).
In the latter study people read a case history of a woman
named Betty K.

Latet some subjects were infotmed'that Betty K..,

was living alesbian-Westyle while others were iold.shp was,a
.heterosexual.

Although subjects were told that theY.weie being
.

tested for accuracy of memory.for:factual information in the case

history, answers to a,multiplechoice test indicated selective
remembering of information that supported their,currentH.
interpretation of Betty K's sexuality and-also distortion of
Information that contradicted their .current view.For dxkliple,3
°

6
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subjects whd_were informed that Betty K. was a lesbian said she

0

.

never went out with boya,during high schdol whereas some .subjects

given

he information that she was heterosexual ,said she had a

steady boyfriend.

The correct answer was that she occasionally

dated boys.

Loftus and hdr colleagues have done some especially
:

provocative:research on reconstructive memory (cf. Loftus, 1980).
_In one study (Loftus & Palmer,. 1974) people saw 'a filMof an
automobile. accident and-then answered questions about. what they
had seen.

The question,

"AbOaUoW fast were the cars going when

they smashed .into each 'other ?" elicited a higher. estimare'of

speed than.questions that used verbs such as bumped or hit in
place of smashed.

On a test administered one week. later, those
.

_

.

.

subjects who had heard the verb smashed were more likely t4
answer "yes" to thequestion, Did you see any broken gliass? even
though broken glass was.tot present in the°Pilm.

This experiment

and uany others using similar prodedures show that related
informitioir is usually%assimilated into a single schema, withrhe-

frequent result that'people-are.unable to distinguish.betweet

informationmith a direct basis in experience and that which was
not actually experienced but which is 'consistent with.the schemit
Several studies show that the longer, rhe interval between

reading and recall the.larger-the effects-Of the.reader's schema.
-A remembering process is implicated, therefore,-rather than a
learning process because the effects of a. learning process would
be strongest immediately following a paSsage and would diminish
-

'
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thereafter.

.

6

The, schema manifests itself as an increase with time,-

in the frequency of schema-consistent distortkons in free recall.
-,

(Bartlett, 1932) or in susceptibility-to.schema-consistent foils
in_recOgnition (SUlin,& Pooling, 1974).

This phenomenon is

nicely illuStrated in a study by Read and ROSsen (1981).

They

asked people who were either strongly for or strongly against

nuclear poWpr to read'a text-about afire at a- nuclear poWet

'plant.

The data revealed very little effect on a multiple-choice

test'giVen immediately after the story.

However, when the test

was given oneot two weeka.later, there was a substantial degree
of_acceptance Of'belief-consistent.distottions of the original
information.

Subjects who were personally. .opposed to nuclear

powercorrectly rejected spuriOus,.pro-nuclear statements;`.
however, they.tended to, accept. incorrect anti, - nuclear statements.
,

.

Subjects who'favored nuclear power produced the opposite pattern,
of results.

There have.been studies that have faired to support a
Teconstructie.yiewof memory- (cf. Greenwald & SOltdMura, 1967;
Brigham & dook.,.1969).,

general,.these studies have used

arbitrary,.disconnected material, have involved reading this
material

an7unnatural manner, or have given'the test.

ammediafely after the materiaiWas exposed.- Convetsely, when
'people read ,life-,like prose in a:normal
.

,

manner such thai their

.

.

_

knOWledge and belief -about the world is actually engaged,

when the test'ls.delayed for more than a few Moments

,69
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the results strongly support the reconstructive hypothesis
(Spiro; 1977; Sheppard, 1980; Read & Rosen, 1981).

In summary, available data support-the ideas that the
reader's schema is a structure that facilitates planful retrieval
of text information-from.memory and permits recontruction of
elements'that were not /earned or have. been forgotten.

Future Directions for. Research in Comprehension

.

In our judgment, Huey,wourd have been delighted with the
progress that reading research has made in unraveling "the
tangled story of the most remarkable specific performance that
civilization has learned in all its history:"

It is truj, of

course, that there are gaps in understanding and alternative
explanations of

phenomena for which the althilabp.,,pvidence:

provides no resolution.

Thus, there is still much work to,be

done in order to build THE definitive:model of basic processea-n
reading comprehension,

'We close'by discussing some.of the implinationithat basic
research in comprehension holds for educational research and
''.practice .(see also the thoughtful'revfeW:of research on

',comprehension instruction, by Tierney.and'Cunningham (in press)).'

These ideas are offered in the spirit Of conjecture, as
hypotheses-An need of elaboration and explication, .and.in need of
testing in thi laboratory and in the classrOom.
First

poor readers are likely to have gaps in knowledge.

.-

Since what a person already knows is aprincipal determiner of

J.
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.

what she can comprehend,, the less she knows the less she can
comprehend.

Second, poor readers are likely to have an impoverished-

underatanding.of the relationships among the facts they do know
'about a topic.

Arbitrary information is a source of.Confuslon,'

slow learning, slow processing, and un'eatisfactory reasoning.

4 Third, poor readers are unlikely to make the inferences

reqUired-to.weave the information given in a text.into a coherent
overall repriesentation.

Poor readers:do not seem to consistently

appreciatehaV6--using the analogy of Wilson and,Andetson

preasIcomprehending a story on text is like completing a jig
saw puzZle:

All of the'InformatiOn must:oelsed; the information

must fit Into place without forcing; .all of the important. slots

o-

must contain information; and the completed interpretation must
make sense.

Forming a-coherent representation requires drawing
.
.

.

.

-

-

precise, integrating%infetencestand drawing such inferences-is
-

not something poor readers do,routinely and.spdntaneously (see
Bransford, Stein, Nyei_Franks,-Aublef Mezypski, O'Perfetto
-

1982,
.

and the companion. articles)..

If the foregoing problemallave been'accurately idintified.
,

and they are'the central ones, then Plamiible ablutions naturally
suggest themselves:

Becoming a good reader demands.a curriculum

rich with concepts from the everyday world and learned fieldii of
study. 'Becoming a good readerrequitea..bookS that explain. how
_

and. why things function as they do.

.

SecOming a good .reader

71
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a
.

.

.

.

depends upon teachers who insist that students think about the
interconnections among.ideas as they read.-

We hope:that these conjectures provide impetus for

inructional researchers to conduct the kind of, painstaking
classrooi and materials research necessary to build and validate
4

better programs of comprehension instruction and for educators to
begin to develop and 'evaluate instructional programs that will

.lead to the literate citizenry,our future will demand.

JP
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Table 1
'Mean Proportion Recalled as a Function

of Idea-Unit.ImpOrtance

Idea Unit ImpOrtancea

High
'

.

Learning
Memory

c

b

.48"

:68,

Medium

.36
.65

a,

Coded'according to the perspectiVe operative while the_
passage was'read.'.

b,

Proportion of idea mats recalled on immediate test.
PrOportionof. idea units recalled on delayed test given
recall on Immediate test.

Low
.25
.53

.

Table 2

/lean Proportions of Text Elements Recalled

Importance' to

Importance to
Reading Perspective

Recall-Perspective
Lota

High

High

.41

.51

LOw

.32

.43-

-

%

Figure Caption

Figure 4.

A ship christening schema.

Figure 2.

Some additional components of a ship chistening schema.

4(
,Figure 3.

,After Allan 11. Collins & M. Ross Quillian

"Retrieval

time from semantic memory," Journal of Verbal Learning and VerbSi
BehaVior,"1969, 8,

13.'. 241.

INVOLVES
NEW
SHIP

TO BLESS
SHIP

SHIP
CHRISTENING
SCHEMA

BOTTLE
BROKEN
ON BOW

I N DRY

DOCK

DONE
JUST BEFORE
LAUNCHING

SUSPENDED
-ROM ROPE

.

CONTA I NS,

CHAMPAGNE

Animal

Bird

Has Skin
-Can Move Around
-Eats
-Breathes

-Hai 'yings
.-Can Fly

-Has Feathers

Canary

- Can Sing
- Is Yellow
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